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INTRODUCTION
Computerized tomography (CT) is one of the most efficient tools for
the nondestructive inspection of a material specimen. Depending on the
nature of the application (e.g. in medicine, mechanics or geophysics) and
of the particular requirements of the situation, different types of
radiation (waves) may be used, thus giving different information about'the
material properties. For example in diagnostic medicine, x-ray transmission
CT gives an attenuation map, which allows different tissues to be
distinguished. In the case of x-rays, this type of wave passes through an
entire material structure in an almost straight line.
In the characterization of structural materials, however, both the
ultrasonic propagation velocity and signal amplitude are relevant
quantities. Therefore acoustic tomography, based on time-of-flight and
attenuation for different acoustic paths, may be preferable or even
necessary. However, the bending of rays in nonhomogeneous media and the
directional dependence of the propagation velocity and direction in
nonhomogeneous anisotropic materials have so far presented insurmountable
difficulties for a general treatment. We propose a method to overcome these
difficulties, based on the use of the Connection Machine (CM).
The CM is a massively parallel computer with a large number of
processors (many thousand or even millions, if virtual processors are also
included), connected in a programmable way, in the framework of a fixed
physical wiring scheme. The availability of such a large number of
processors, all working simultaneously and independently on the solution of
the same problem, has the obvious advantage of decreasing the computer time
by a factor of approximately the number of CM processors [1]. It also
allows an opportunity to efficiently reformulate the problem to be studied
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and modify the approach to suit the special requirements and capabilities
of the eM.
In our approach, the material is divided into a grid of ·cells· in a
one-to-one correspondence with the eM processors. The rules governing the
wave propagation from cell to cell are input to each processor by means of
an iteration equation. The coefficients of the iteration equation depend on
the physical properties of the cell and are input as initial data or
addressed at any time during computation. Since all of the processors are
independent, each cell may have different physical properties, so that
almost any arbitrarily complex medium can be. treated. The efficiency of our
approach and its speed, due to the tremendous computer time savings
provided by the parallel processing capability of the eM, have already been
demonstrated in several preliminary applications [2-5] of the forward
problem of wave propagation. We also take advantage of the parallel
processing to drastically speed up the algebraic reconstruction technique
(ART), with proper modifications to the formalism.
The entire process is iterative, consisting of a forward part and an
inversion routine. The forward part models how the wave propagates through
the structure based, initially, on 'guessed' values of the physical
properties. The inversion routine compares the results obtained from the
forward model with actual data. The difference between the real data and
the forward calculation is used by the inversion routine to adjust the
'guessed' physical properties for the forward model. This process is then
repeated, continuously adjusting the physical properties, until convergence
is reached. As a first step toward the goal of general acoustic tomography,
we present our results for acoustic tomography of multilayers.
THE ITERATION EQUATIONS
Let us assume, for simplicity, that we want to study the wave
propagation in a homogeneous isotropic material. We also assume that there
is complete symmetry, both in the material and in the source pulse, with
respect to one of the coordinates (say z). Thus the problem becomes
effectively two-dimensional and the acoustic wave equation
(1)

can be written as

(2 )

In Eqs. (1) and (2) Sklmn is the stiffness tensor, w the displacement
vector, p the density, A and ~ are the Lame' constants and u and v are the
x and y components of w, respectively. The iteration equations for the
single homogenous isotropic material have been presented else where [3] . We
now consider a two layered material, the first layer having an acoustic
impedance, Z, and material properties, p, A and ~. The second layer having
acoustic impedance, Z', and material properties, p', A' and ~' as shown in
Fig. 1. At the horizontal boundary passing through point P, we require the
continuity of both displacements (u=u', v=v') and stresses (tll=tll"
t12=t12') along the boundary (interface).
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Fig. 1.
Processors utilized for iteration equation at time t+l at the
point P. The interface shown here, passes through point p, along i.
Transforming and simultaneously solving the equations of motion and
the boundary conditions into finite difference equations (FDE) yield
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The numbered subscripts

on u and v in Eq. 3 imply the following: 1 -> (i-l,j - l,t), 2 -> (i-l,j,t),
3 -> (i-1,j+l,t), 4 -> (i,j+l,t), etc., as shown in Fig. 1. The components,
u and v, with subscripts t-l or without any subscript imply: t-l -> (i,j,t1) and no subscript implies (i,j,t). The iteration equation is, therefore,
a function of one step in the past and the present values, including the 8
nearest neighbors. This formulation holds for any number of layers.
The cell velocity that was used for the eM program was
v = J2v L (maximum) , vL(maximum) being the maximum longitudinal velocity of
all the layers or the largest expected velocity of any material in the
layers. This cell velocity criteria is in agreement with von Neumann
criterion[6]

(4 )

From this and the time increment a the cell spacing is determined,
E = Tl = va. In addition, the number of nodes per smallest wavelength was 16.
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Fig. 2.
A longitudinal wave, gaussian in time and infinite in extent,
propagated at 20 degrees with respect to the normal of the free boundary.
a) Shows the wave approaching the boundary, b) shows the reflected
longitudinal and shear waves.

EXAMPLE OF THE FORWARD CALCULATION
Various test cases were run to ensure that the forward calculations
were working properly, such as various layers of materials, spatially
finite and infinite source waves, oblique incidence above and below the
first critical angle, etc. An Epstein layer was also modelled as a material
in which a continuous change in impedance occurred with respect to one
direction. The Epstein layer was broken up into 50 layers (since the CM
model is discrete) and has an impedance change of a factor of 2, that is,
the impedance of the last layer is twice the impedance of the first layer.
A finite incident pulse, 5 wavelengths long and gaussian in time, was
generated at an oblique angle to the direction of material change.
Continuous refraction is predicted for this case and was observed when the
model was run. These forward cases were displayed on the CM frame buffer.
The frame buffer is a parallel graphics display on the eM that permitted
the various cases that we examined to be viewed as a video movie. As an
example, the frame rate was of the order of 100 milliseconds per frame for
a 256 by 512 2-dimensional processor array. The frame buffer accounted for
most of the 100 milliseconds per frame. The forward calculation runs at
about 3 Gflops per second. A simple case of mode conversion at a free
boundary is shown in Fig. 2. A longitudinal wave, gaussian in time and
infinite in extent was propagated at 20 degrees with respect to the normal
o f the free boundary. Figure 2a shows the wave approaching the boundary,
Fig. 2b shows the reflected longitudinal and shear waves.
INVERSION
The inversion routine we are developing is based on the algebraic
reconstruction technique (ART). Consider a rectangular sample of dimensions
h by a, divided into a grid of I rows by J columns, shown in Fig. 3. Also
consider M transmitters Tm (m=l,M) and N receivers Rn (n =l,N) located
anywhere on the boundaries of the grid. Along an initially straight path
p=(m,n), from Tm to Rn , the path crosses Qp cells. The distance traveled
through cell q at (i,j) is Ipq. The time needed to cross cell q is
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Fig. 3.
Grid for reconstructing tomogram. Path p goes from Tm to Rn.
passes through cell q=(i,j). Distance of path p in cell q is lpq.

tpq=lpqSij' where Sij is the slowness in cell q. The total time of flight
from Tm to Rn along path pis:
Qp

tp

=

I

J

L tpq = L L lp(q_(i,j»

q-l

i-lj-l

Sij

(5)

where Ipq=O for all cells not crossed by path p. Let the corresponding
experimental (or simulated) time of flight between Tm and Rn be t and the
actual slowness values for each cell S.. (which is our aim to dePermine). A
change in the time of flight can be e~Jtessed as a change in the slowness
of the cell as
(6 )

where ~t =t -t p ' ~Sq=~Sij =;2 -Sq and Sq=Sij. If the change in slowness
of a celP is ~ade proportional toqthe distance traveled in the cell we can
write
(7)

from Eqs. 5 and 6 it follows that
(8)
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Therefore. for each path. the corrections to the slowness for each cell are

(9 )

RESULTS
Figure 4a and 4b show a simulated. three-layered material and the
reconstructed tomogram. respectively. The sample was divided into a 15 by
15 grid. with five processors per layer (normal to the layer). A total of
1800 ray paths were used. The transmitters (simulated) were located at
every grid point on the top and bottom of the three-layered material and
the receivers were positioned at all of the grid points at the surface of
all four sides. The entire calculations took less that 2 minutes. This test
case used a rather small number of ray paths for the inversion. The more
ray paths used. the more efficient parallel processing becomes. The
reconstructed tomogram best matches the simulated layered material in the
center of the grid. as expected since the density of ray paths is higher.
As can be seen in Fig. 4b. the match is not as good at the corner or along
the edges of the grid because this where the ray path density is low.

DISCUSSION
ART is a serial
the entire problem to
converting sequential
general flow chart of

method. based on serial calculations. The CM permits
be parallelized. We are modifying ART in pieces.
methods to parallel methods. Figure 5 presents a
our current program. indicating what sections of the

Fig. 4.
a) Simulated. three-layer material. b) Reconstructed tomogram
of the three-layer material. Vertical units are arbitrary.
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Fig" 5.
Flow chart of the modified ART type routine being used. Areas
that are parallel and those that are still serial are indicated.

program are parallel and which are still serial. The current evaluation
tests that we are running use a rather small number of paths (transmitterreceiver pairs) to ease trouble shooting of the program. Once the method is
in place, extension to large grids and more general cases is straight
forward and the utility of parallel programing for acoustic tomography will
become self evident.
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